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Our Brother’s Hand   
 
Christopher J. Vitale  
  
Our hands grip and grab.  
We wear ideas;  
We hold them in our hands.  
  
The imaginative breathe of One—   
Forged in the weathered hands  
Of our struggling sisters and brothers.  
  
Incandescent eyes peer down—   
As our brothers  
Nimbly piece together the dream.  
  
Behind the Brand™  
[The name and the dream]  
An orchestra of Productive Hands—    
  
Sing the melody of manufacturing.  
«And our brothers‘ hands?»  
They sing their enduring song.  
  
But we, so removed from that hidden hall,   
Hear not the harmonious song.  
We continue to consume.  
  
Our own hands — like theirs:  
Compose and consume.  
Their crystal tears of sweat leave unobtrusive stains—.  
  
Our hands grip and grab.  
We wear ideas;   
In the process / we forget / our clothes are stained.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 



Mammals & Metronomes   
 
Kayla Kirschenbaum  
  
To imitate the pitch and timbre of the whale songs, so tinny and full   
of static, took seven years of practice. The think tank of men  
  
in white crepe coats stood with their backs against the glass of the aquarium, fingers 
twitching at  
the clicks and whistles of the humpback. They considered the   
  
barnacles, crusted over in knots of helix strings and saltwater,   
threaded through the tough leather underbelly of the colossal thing-  
  
the vibration in its larynx, the two echoes of the phonic lips folded into  
squares of recycled air that push and pull the sound waves into an unexpected harmony.  
  
A bloated apple core lodged in the whale‘s blowhole makes it difficult for the men  
to record the muted hymn as they pace wide strides  
  
in the sub room with the projector screen, tops of hands pressed neatly into   
backs as they look quizzically at the diagram of the sphincter, its shape as round as a  
  
succulent melon. The men suction their ears to the layered plates of glass, cloudy and 
sticky with  
jellyfish, and gasp as the whale arches against the frame of the only barrier   
  
between them.   
  
One of the men hums low, fogs the glass with chant des lèvres, his dry and cracked   
singing lips, the urgent tune of an aria he has never heard before.   
  
And he imitates the pitch, the white noise of the humpback, learns to click against the 
cool blue  
glass of the aquarium; to sit, to communicate,   
  
to produce the discovered sound.  
  
    
  
  
  
  
 
  



Snow in Panama City  
 
Jess Williard   
  

On the first night that it snowed in Panama City, Ramiro Bernal purchased 

galoshes from Super World market for eight Balboas.  

“Four for each,” the teller told him. 

“What would I do with one boot?” 

“Hop,” the teller told him. 

Ramiro left the change for a man whose foot was rotting outside the store. 

On the second night that it snowed in Panama City the first layer had accumulated 

into ashen slush. The second snow masked the filth of the streets. Children played with it, 

barehanded and clumsy, their footfall marking sooty paths through the fresh white. 

Meteorologists prophesized disaster: volcanoes, cataclysmic tide changes, the 

extinction of certain birds and fish. 

“Mio,” Ramiro told his wife through the phone, “Mio, it’s changing down here. 

Come back before it’s never the same.” 

Then he slept and in his dream appeared the ghost of his mother. She cut a 

plantain into coins and then turned and cut open Ramiro’s stomach. She placed each coin 

inside, one by one. Ramiro woke feeling so full that he was nauseous. 



On the third night that it snowed in Panama City the canal froze. Freighters 

locked up in the ice that shot jagged into the Caribbean and Pacific. Ramiro applied for a 

job. The city needed shovelers in the Viejo and Ramiro looked strong. He was hired. 

“Mio,” he told his wife over the phone, “Mio, they’re talking about the army. The 

American army. They want to help. People are going up. I will leave here because it will 

never be the same. I will come to Los Angeles.”  

Ramiro made 500 Balboas in one night. 

On the fourth night that it snowed in Panama City the gulf froze. The 

meteorologists prophesized apocalypse: an ice age, Armageddon. It reached Columbia 

and Costa Rica in either direction and kept going. Ramiro saw white stretched to the 

horizon as he shoveled. 

 The next morning, on the fifth day of snow in Panama City, Ramiro packed 

plantains and tortillas and blankets into his backpack. He put on his galoshes. All sound 

in the Viejo was absorbed by the snow. Ramiro winded through the streets to the beach. 

He walked out onto the bay. 

 “Mio,” he told no one, “Mio, this place will never be the same.” 

 Ramiro walked until it was dark and then kept walking. After a while it wasn’t so 

cold and the snow wasn’t so white. 

 

 
 



Orgy in Astoria 
   
 Jacques Etienne  
  
Forest with no birds  
Watching the vines dance makes me chuckle  
Longing for them to do their will  
Bound me into perfect posture  
  
I wonder if the lambs recalled when I screamed freedom  
Venturing into uncharted territory because that‘s what men do  
A jungle of cotton sheets  
Erotic pagan tombs  
With the stench of dew too sweet   
  
Entering empty and leaving barren   
The mirror has frightened my reflection  
Yet you still see me  
Skin the colors of dates   
With eyes that see visions  
Of my hand nestled in his  
  
Give to Caesar what is Caesar‘s  
But don‘t forget to give me  
Love and sunflowers  
Bathe me pink moscato  
  
Do this and I will ask the gods   
To brand your name across my heart  
Speak only truth, so I can I tattoo my name on your tongue  
Be careful the spells you cast   
My likeness will have no part in enchantment  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



  

 
 

Essence by Sazia Afrin 



Shutter  
 
Joel A. Widman  
  
 
CHARACTERS:  

 

ROD: Late 30’s photographer from out of town.  

COCHETA: Elderly man in terrific shape for his age, of Native American descent. 

 

SETTING: Early September 1971 Ithaca, NY.  

 

(ROD is kneeling in the dense forest with his camera pressed tightly to his face 
and a backpack on his shoulders. His finger waits eagerly to press down.) 

 

(COCHETA emerges seemingly out of nowhere.) 

 

COCHETA 

Don’t suppose you’ve got an extra sip of water? 

 

(Briefly startled, ROD jumps to his feet) 

 

ROD 

Actually…  

 

(ROD pulls a canteen out of his bag and hands it to COCHETA) 

 

COCHETA 

Sweltering day like this I feel guilty taking it. Glad to see someone else enjoying this 
beautiful place. I am Cocheta. 



 

ROD 

Nice to meet you and don’t worry about it. You look like you need it more than I do. My 
work doesn’t exactly involve strenuous activity anyway. 

 

COCHETA 

Work eh? I see you’re a bit too gray to be from the University, but much too stiff to be 
from around here. 

 

ROD 

Yeah, Actually I work… 

 

(COCHETA interrupts and points to ROD’S camera) 

 

COCHETA 

Can’t say I’m much of a technology buff, never could get used to it, today’s generation 
finding all sorts of reasons to bring the artificial into the natural. 

 

 

ROD 

Well, I take pictures. 

 

COCHETA 

Do you close your eyes? 

 

ROD 

What? 

 



COCHETA 

Do you close your eyes when you take your pictures? 

 

ROD 

Of course not, that wouldn’t make any sense. 

 

COCHETA 

Why not? 

 

ROD 

Because I need to capture the best possible image I can. 

 

COCHETA 

But why trouble the eyes for their labor? All you seem to need is for the camera to do its 
work. 

 

ROD 

Speaking of work... I’m very sorry you seem like a nice man and I really don’t want to 
give you a bad impression but I’m behind on a project that really needs to get done. 

 

COCHETA 

What sort of project? 

 

ROD 

A project for work. 

 

COCHETA 

Not your typical office setting. 



 

ROD 

For me it is, I need pictures of nature. 

 

COCHETA 

Shouldn’t be too difficult, you’re in the right place after all. 

 

 

ROD 

No, not just any pictures, pictures worth taking, pictures with “meaning “ as my boss 
likes to say. 

 

COCHETA 

I see, how is that going? 

 

ROD 

Chipmunks and deadwood that’s how its going. 

 

COCHETA 

Hmm… I see, It is unfortunate you are unfamiliar with these parts. 

 

ROD 

Why? What good would that do me? 

 

COCHETA 

Some of the most breathtaking sights I have ever laid eyes on exist within these woods. 

 

ROD 



Were not talking about chipmunks here I hope. 

 

COCHETA 

I don’t suppose you have ever seen the great cataract?  

 

ROD 

I have heard that word, but I have never seen what you’re talking about. 

  

(COCHETA puts one hand on ROD’S shoulder and points with the other) 

 

COCHETA 

Look straight. Past the long stretch of Birches and shrubbery the terrain transforms. This 
modest stream here broadens itself wider and wider cutting the earth in its path. It 
becomes a powerful river. The river continues on until it reaches the great cataract, a 
steep rocky ledge where the water plummets down to… 

  

(ROD interrupts) 

 

ROD 

Oh, You mean a waterfall. 

 

COCHETA 

It is called a cataract. 

 

 

ROD 

I see, a waterfall. Yeah, listen waterfalls are certainly nice but far too typical for… 

  



(COCHETTA interrupts) 

 

COCHETA 

No you do not see! Not yet! It is a CATARACT and nothing else. You are hearing my 
words but not seeing their meaning.  

 

ROD 

I’m sorry, continue. 

 

COCHETA 

This CATARACT is unlike anything you have seen. It cascades in a downward slope in 
the same manner as a flight of stairs does. The water empties into a pool of translucent 
green water that reflects the shimmering of the crystal rich riverbed like a woman’s eye 
does her wedding ring. 

 

ROD 

Well I’m not married so… 

 

COCHETA 

You are looking for a shot that will please your boss yes? 

 

ROD 

Yeah. 

 

COCHETA 

One that will impress your co-workers yes? 

 

ROD 

Oh definitely. 



 

COCHETA 

What about one that will amaze YOU? 

 

ROD 

Amaze ME? 

 

COCHETA  

Yes. 

 

ROD 

How far along is this waterfall? 

  

(COCHETA ignores ROD) 

ROD 

How far along is this CATARACT? 

  

(In a heartbeat COCHETA replies) 

 

COCHETA 

Ah. Come. I will show you and you will see. 

 

ROD 

Alright. Let me tighten my boot. 

 

COCHETA 

Surely. 



 

ROD 

Let me just check my lens. 

 

COCHETA 

Please do. 

 

ROD 

I should resupply first if it’s a long way. 

 

COCHETA 

NO! NO! NO! NO TIME! NO TIME! COME! 

        

(COCHETA grabs ROD’S wrist and they begin jogging forward through the 
forest) 

 

ROD 

What’s the hurry for? 

 

COCHETA 

DO YOU FEEL OUR ENERGY? HEAR OUR FOOTSTEPS? SMELL THE FOREST? 
TASTE THE AIR? 

  

(COCHETA begins to run faster and faster as ROD struggles to keep up) 

 

COCHETA 

AND THE WIND! I CREATE IT, YOU CREATE IT! JUST BY THE SHEER 
PASSING OF OUR BODIES THROUGH SPACE WE BECOME APART OF IT ALL! 
WE LIVE! 



  

(After only five minutes, ROD tires himself out. He simultaneously tries to catch 
his breath and the attention of COCHETA.) 

 

ROD 

COCHETA STOP! I’m with you, but please, slow the pace. I’m not in great shape, you 
need to take things from my point of view. 

 

COCHETA 

I’m sorry. But I cannot. 

 

(COCHETA continues running, unaware that ROD has fallen to his knees.)  

 

ROD 

You’re not going to stop for me? You must be kidding!  

 

(COCHETA stops, turns his head, and runs back to ROD. He helps ROD up and 
carries him over to a tree where he leans him against its trunk.)  

 

COCHETA 

No not that. Of course I will stop. The other thing I cannot. 

 

ROD 

What other thing? Cocheta my head is spinning I can’t even think straight. Give me a 
minute. 

 

COCHETA 

Rest. Rest. 

 



(COCHETA and ROD resume their journey. They walk for miles with nothing 
but forest in sight. As soon as the sun starts to dip under the horizon ROD halts abruptly 
in his tracks.) 

 

ROD 

STOP! STOP RIGHT HERE! This ends now! Where are we? Where is this fucking 
waterfall? Does it even exist? Are you some kind of freak leading me out here to die?   

 

COCHETA 

It is a CATARACT and you are right. We should stop and make camp. The sun is setting.  

 

ROD 

CAMP? I followed you all the way out here for my picture you fucking idiot! Not to 
spend the night with some old cave man in the middle of nowhere!  We are lost! Where 
have you brought me? 

 

COCHETA 

You need sleep. Do you close your eyes? 

 

ROD 

I’ve got my eye on you don’t even think about trying anything. 

 

COCHETA 

Surely you must close your eyes when you sleep! Ha! Then again today’s world is so 
different. New York City, the city that never sleeps, tell me that is just a saying! Never 
understood why they call it the city of big apples, where does one even find fertile 
growing land to plant with in a jungle of concrete?  You should have seen the apples 
from the apple trees my wife grew. I bet they would have given those city apples a run 
for their money. I can see Huyana coming now, coming to water the plants as she always 
does. Do you see her? Look! 

 

 



ROD 

I’m getting the fuck out of here you’re insane! 

 

COCHETA 

Go? But we have come so far. It is getting dark how will you see?  

 

ROD 

I’m fine by myself, don’t you even think about following me. 

 

COCHETA 

Wait, please. It is dangerous to wander the forest without direction, especially at night.  

 

ROD 

Oh no you don’t! You are staying here and I am going! You are not coming with me stay 
the hell away! I’ve got my compass, a flashlight, and my eyes that’s everything I need. 

 

(COCHETA pulls out a map from his pocket and unfolds it. He spits in his hand 
and rubs it in the dirt. Using the mixture of dirt and saliva he draws a dot in one spot on 
the map and a star to the right of it. He places the map on the ground and steps back.) 

 

COCHETA 

You may go alone as you wish, as everyone must do at some point. Please take this map 
though. The dot is you, as you stand. With a star I have marked the spot where I know 
you mean to be headed.  

 

(COCHETA walks away into the darkness of the forest as ROD cautiously picks 
the map up and heads on his way towards the star.) 

 

ROD 

Crazy as he was the old bastard pulled through. 



 (ROD walks for hours. He does not notice the sound of the river getting 
stronger ahead of him due to the heavy rain and thunderstorm that sets in over the forest. 
He believes COCHETA sent him the wrong way purposely and faints due to dehydration, 
and exhaustion. He awakes the next morning and cries in desperation. Paranoid and 
deranged, ROD begins shouting into the woods.) 

 

ROD 

ILL SHOW UP! HA! HA! YEAH! ILL SHOW UP! I WAS A CUB SCOUT! 
YOU WONT GET TO ME!! ILL TAKE YOUR HINT AND FUCKING FIND YOU 
FIRST!! 

 

(Instead of turning back, ROD continues en route to the star where the river opens 
up wider thinking it will provide vital sustenance. He desperately seeks nourishment not 
for his own sake but in order to be energized enough to hunt down COCHETA. He 
reaches a point on the river with a strong enough current to support fish and starts 
drinking. Out of nowhere ROD hears the sound of COCHETA’S voice and sees him 
straight ahead along the riverbed but quite distanced.) 

 

COCHETA  

ONAWAAAAAAAA! ONAWAAAAAAAAA! 

 

ROD 

YOUR DEAD! YOU HEARD ME!! 

  

(Now shirtless and bloodshot ROD tosses his backpack and belongings aside and 
runs as fast as he can at COCHETA. He runs only a few yards before fainting again from 
dehydration and malnourishment.) 

 

COCHETA 

Onawa, Onawa, Onawa, Onawa, Onawa. 

  



(ROD awakes barely able to move with his head in the lap of COCHETA sitting 
at the top of the great cataract whispering the word “Onawa” over and over again gently 
into his ear.) 

 

ROD 

Itsss Its…real. K-k-kill me if you want but do it n-n-now. 

 

(COCHETA feeds ROD pieces of apple and water slowly. He eventually passes 
out yet again. When he wakes up he finds all of his belongings neatly packed and his 
clothes washed and hanging to dry but COCHETA is no where to be found. With a much 
clearer head ROD recounts the events leading up to this moment as he stands up and 
takes in the awe-inspiring view atop the cataract.) 

 

ROD 

My G-d. 

(Astounded, ROD turns around to reach into his backpack to get his 
camera when he sees COCHETA standing behind him still as a statue.) 

 

COCHETA 

Onawa. 

ROD 

Cocheta. You fed me, you kept me alive. Thank you.  

 

COCHETA 

Onawa. 

 

ROD 

What is Onawa? 

 

 



COCHETA 

You are Onawa, it is a special name, it means wide awake. Tell me, are you 
Onawa in your own eyes? 

  

(ROD takes a long pause before taking his camera and smashing it.) 

 

ROD 

I am Onawa.  

  

(COCHETA leads ROD through the forest all the way back to where the two first 
met. Along the way they do not speak a word to each other, rather they gaze in 
admiration at the wonders of the forest around them. As ROD prepares to depart they 
converse one final time.) 

 

COCHETA 

What is your name Onawa? 

 

ROD  

My name is Rod, Rod Cohen. 

 

COCHETA 

Onawa Rod Cohen I see brightness in you. 

 

ROD 

Thank you Cocheta, If only I could have met and thanked Huyana. 

 

COCHETA 

Met and thanked Huyana? 

 



ROD 

Yes your wife Huyana, the apples saved my life. 

 

COCHETA 

My wife passed many years ago. Huyana means rain. 

 

ROD 

I see. Be safe my friend. I will share my experience with the great waterfall with 
others who… I’m sorry I meant the great cataract. 

 

COCHETA 

Waterfall is just fine. 

  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



  
  
Summertime Monologue of the Virgin Lifeguard  
  
Joel A. Widman  
 
  
If walls had ears I wouldn’t care to know the sort of sounds these walls have heard. You 

know, Sex is viewed in our society to be one of the most respected of feats for a man to 

achieve. I am not a religious inspired angel child or gay as many of my co-workers 

inconspicuously like to assume, I just do not see the appeal. If the desire to reproduce is 

an innate characteristic to all humans then why do we give praise to those who exercise it 

more frequently than others? What magnificent triumph have these men achieved? What 

sort of challenging mind-stimulating obstacles have they had to overcome in order to 

attain such a triumph? The treacherous unhooking of the bra? My hero! The topic just 

seems to occupy less of my thoughts than the bulk of the male population among my age 

group. I don’t really mind it though, being the black sheep on a farm of thoroughbreds. I 

have always maintained my inner sense of solace by equating this culturally widespread 

norm with a treadmill.  As this strong and powerful force rapidly moves in one direction I 

stand alone on top heading in the opposite, getting stronger and stronger with each stride. 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



Girl Toy 
  
Jaqueline York  
  
I was never a little boy, 
no matter what the cashier at McDonald's 
or the World War II veteran 
selling poppies outside Shea Stadium 
may have thought. 
 
The cashier at McDonald's, who, 
when I explained I wanted 
the Hotwheels car with my Happy Meal 
instead of the three inch, plastic 
Barbie with brushable hair, blushed 
 
"Oh! I'm so sorry!" 
and pulled that awful magenta visor 
lower over her eyes. 
Then, sugary-sweet, she laughed 
"I thought you were a little girl!" 
 
I looked up at her through thick, 
dark green frames, too big 
for my prepubescent face. 
I looked up at her from under 
the bent rim of a blue baseball cap. 
I didn't bother to look at my mother first. 
"I am a girl." 
"Yeah, I want the Hotwheels." 
 
I practically grew up at that McDonald's 
yet I could never quite tell 
if the perpetually sticky floor 
was orange, red, or brown. 
The white, plastic counter had an ugly 
fluorescent pink light running under it. 
I heard one time it exploded 
and burned a customer 
who was waiting for their fries. 
 
I don't go there much anymore 
but once in a while I catch a voice 
crackling over a tinny drive-thru speaker 
to ask the driver of the car in front of me 
"You want the boy toy or the girl toy?" 



 
and I can't help but feel sorry 
for whoever's in the back seat. 

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 

Cherries 

Stephanie Davis 

 

The crimson of the fleshy drupe falls 

down the sides of my chin, 

 

bits of prunus avium, like pieces 

of flesh from the neck of a pale 

 

boy, his crimson sweet, stopping  

the breathe in my lungs as I 

 

indulged. 

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  
  
 
  

 
 

I’m Free by Marina Nebro 
 
 
 
 



 
But What’s “Kin” Mean?  
 
Kristina Pacione 
  
 

Dan smacked Camilla’s head.  

 “Wake the fuck up!” 

 Dan is easy to explain. Most people know him from his gambling problem. But 

it’s not a cool gambling problem like poker or blackjack—he’s addicted to the lottery. 

Dan was a statistics major college-drop-out and thought he mastered the probability of 

winning the lottery. This is of course in conjunction with a drinking problem. One drink 

leads to another, and Dan was sure he was a genius! He figured that if he drove to at least 

five different states every couple of months and loaded up on thousands of dollars of 

lottery tickets, he’d have to win something. And he did win—maybe a couple of number 

games here and there, five hundred dollars, sometimes two grand. But that jackpot, as he 

says, is “teasing” him. It’s “teasing” him until it’s ready. Over the years he’s literally 

developed an intimate and almost sensual relationship with that jackpot. He thinks it is 

waiting for him, just for him. When someone wins that Megaball he is actually excited 

for them; he’ll shout, “See! They know what it feels like! They know!” Camilla’s mom 

ignores it, and sometimes welcomes it. Dan’s infatuation with this addiction allows her 

mom to vanish at different hours without having to make up an excuse.  

 “Stop hitting me!” Camilla screeched, with a yawn-like twist.  

 Luckily, Dan is now very puny so his smacks feel more like a toddler attempting 

to be threatening. Camilla got up and drove him to work, to shut him up.  



 “What happened to your car?” she asked with attitude.  

 “I fucking sold it! Piece of junk anyway.” Camilla scuffed and wondered if it was 

“sold” to the scratch offs, the horses, or the numbers.  

 He got out of the car and walked towards Jim, Tony, and Al. Jim turned to Tony 

and asked for a cigarette. Tony asked Al for a match. Al lit their cigarettes and turned to 

Dan.  

 “Look who it is! Where’ve ya been?” Al said.  

 “Been sick!” Dan walked passed the guys. The guys puffed on their cigarettes. 

 “Sick? Yeah! Sick of that wife he means!” Tony said. Everyone laughed.  

Camilla pulled down the ladder to the fire escape; the rusty stairs rattled as the 

ladder ricocheted off the cold concrete. She walked up four levels, and climbed in 

through her un-locked room-window. Walking into her room, she stopped and stared at 

the poster on her wall that read: FINISH YOUR PORTFOLIO! Camilla didn’t appreciate 

the wall’s obnoxious screaming of unfinished tasks.  

  Camilla stared. Canvas. Paintbrush. Canvas. Paintbrush. None were right. She 

took the thin paintbrush that was holding up her hair and held it out in front of her. She 

resumed painting. She had no idea what she was trying to paint; she just liked to watch 

the colors mix. Especially when they don’t mix completely and you’re left with reds and 

blues illuminated amongst colors you can’t name anymore. While dipping her paintbrush 

into the blob of neon translucent yellow, she thought about her hatred for neon 

translucent yellow. I don’t even know why I bought this, she thought. She smeared it on 

the canvas, over the one last spot of white.  



 Marge walked in, “Woah, Cam, nice painting” she said, nodding her head, 

attempting to make sense out of the chaotic colors. She tilted her head, internally blaming 

the angle, not the painting nor painter.  

 “Thanks mom, but I know this looks like shit,” Camilla said.   

Her mom sighed and said, “Well, anyway, I have some news,” Camilla continued 

painting, Marge shut the door. 

  “I have a,” Marge cuffed her hands over her mouth and whispered “new 

boyfriend.”   

 “Nothing new. Does Dan know this time?” Camilla said. The sarcasm in 

Camilla’s voice insulted Marge; she grabbed the paintbrush and threw it against the wall. 

Camilla picked up the paintbrush, closed the door that her mom just walked out of, and 

continued to paint.  

“So you gonna give me a ride home?” Dan asked Al.  

 “No but here’s two bucks in quarters, take the train.”  

 “Two bucks, no, don’t give’im that! He’s gonna play the numbers!” Jim said.  

 Everybody’s a fucking comedian, Dan thought. He took out his cell phone and 

stared at his contact list—all thirteen contacts. 

 Camilla finished getting ready for her night class and jumped on the L train to 14th 

Street. The ceiling dripped water from yesterday’s rain, and the tracks across the platform 

screeched. The ding of the opening subway doors rang and she sat on the orange seat. Her 

train began going at the same pace as the adjacent train and she stared at each person 

through those two windows. If she caught eye contact with someone, she wouldn’t 

reposition her glance. The pillars underneath the subway blocked out her view one 



second at a time. Trying hard not to blink, she kept watching the other train move by, the 

people, and the blackness of the pillars that appeared and disappeared so fast. 

Subconsciously she was hoping to recognize one face through that adjacent train’s 

window, at some point, even though over time even the strangers seem familiar.  

Henry picked Dan up from work. That’s what happens when you’re a janitor—

you meet people in the weirdest ways. About four years ago, Henry broke his leg and was 

sent to Mount Sinai Hospital; you know—the one on Madison Ave? When you walk in 

there’s a big fancy tree right in the middle that makes you wonder: “whoa, this is a 

hospital?” Anyway, Henry pushed the button for his IV morphine and around 2:30am he 

started screaming: “Show me the cannoli! Show me the cannoli?” Dan, working the night 

shift, heard this and walked towards the strange person screaming about food he wish he 

were eating.  

 “It’s ‘show me the money,’ ya idiot!” Dan said. Henry laughed, shook his head, 

and pointed to his IV.  

 “No! Show me cannoli.”  

 Over the next couple weeks when Henry’s leg was healing, Dan would clean near 

his room longer than usual. 

 “So where were you this weekend, I didn’t see ya!” Henry said.  

 “Uh, I hadda go to a wedding.” 

 “Nice! Who’s wedding? 

 “Mine,” Dan smiled a newlywed smile—happy at the mouth’s corners with worry 

dragging down his bottom lip. 



 “Whoa, didn’t even know you were engaged! But that’s great, congratulations!” 

Henry pats Dan’s shoulder. Henry leaned back, separated his pre-cut sandwich into two 

pieces, and held out a piece to Dan. Dan ate; his lanky shoulders slumped towards his 

chest.  

 “Oh look, the king is takin’ a second lunch break, guys!” Al said to Tony, 

standing in front of Henry’s room. Dan’s long fingers lowered the sandwich from his 

face. The guys walked away. It was quiet in the room. Henry tried to think of something 

to say.  

 “They’re a bunch of assholes,” Henry finally said. Dan looked at him.  

 “Assholes! You said it kid, they’re all a bunch of fuckin’ assholes!” Dan said, still 

laughing.  

 The car jolted.  

 “Forget how to drive?” Dan asked Henry. 

 “Nah man, I didn’t forget, just didn’t expect to be driving into the city to pick you 

up,” Henry said. Yellow taxis swerved by while piles of pedestrians crowded the streets. 

Dan turned on the stereo. Loud white noise flooded their ears and Henry fixed it by 

hitting the glove compartment.  

 “What the?” 

 “It’s an old car,” Henry said. Dan flipped through stations and “Every Rose Has 

It’s Thorns” replaced the white noise.  

 “Damn traffic,” Dan coughed, while Bret sung in the background “but now I hear 

you found somebody new.” 

 “How’s the home?” Henry asked.  



 “Think tomorrow’s our anniversary, or whatever.” 

  Camilla jingled her keys while walking up to her door. She heard a car 

door slam and turned around. Henry and Dan were walking towards her. Henry waved to 

Camilla, Camilla said “sup,” Dan walked upstairs. The trio walked into the apartment, 

welcomed by the scent of burnt—chicken? —potatoes?  

 “Marge, what the fuck are you killing in the oven?” Dan screamed.  

 “I’m cooking dinner, sit down, sit down! I set the table!”  

 Henry and Camilla stared at the plastic plates set beside the “happy birthday” 

paper-cups. The napkins had racecars on them. Camilla liked the napkins. 

 “Sit down!” Marge said for the fifth time. Dan was in the bedroom changing into 

long johns and a t-shirt. Camilla snuck into the kitchen to check on the “dinner.” She 

poked what looked like chicken, tasted what she thought was potato (but was really 

zucchini), and added a whole bunch of spices. A pinch of garlic, salt, and lemon zest 

later, they all sat down to eat.  

 Henry got full on four pieces of bread and two cups of soda. Marge sipped her 

wine, slowly, and snuck texts to her “friend from work.” Dan pretended not to notice.  

 “Uh, the dinner’s… pretty good. You got this from the cookin’ channel?” Dan 

said.  

 “Oh! My friend from work taught me!” Dan looked up for a moment, his 

eyebrows—sad. Henry looked at Dan and cleared his throat. Dan shook his head as if to 

wipe away not only his thoughts, but Henry’s thoughts too.    

Dan woke up from the sun boiling his eyelids. It took about thirty seconds until he 

realized sun meant morning. He scattered out of bed, put on the jeans from the floor, and 



turned on the weather channel—it’s habitual, even when in a hurry. He listened to Mr. G 

and looked outside the window, just to check if Mr. G was full of shit or not. First warm 

day in weeks, so he did what any normal person would do: called out of work and went to 

the track. 

 “Yeah boss, I need a two dollar exacta box on 1 and 2,” Dan said to the teller. He 

walked away from the betting ring, checking his tickets to make sure they were right. 

Dan wished he were up in the Equestris; air conditioned room, gourmet food, leaning 

back and sipping scotch. What better way to watch the horses? But, being forced to wear 

a button-down and slacks were the reasons Dan watches the race surrounded by beer 

bottles and nicotine clouds.  

 “Come on, Two! Come on, Two!” Dan shouted, clapping. 

 Lost that race. He walked back to the betting ring.   

 “Lets go, One! Come on, One!”  

Dan walked back to the betting ring.  

 “Kimbo! Kimbo! Let’s go, Kimbo!” this time shouting louder and clapping 

harder—for good luck.  

 Dan walked back to the betting ring. On line there was a kid with a Mets baseball 

hat next to what seemed like his father. The father had a striped button-down and was 

talking on his cell phone looking up to the ceiling, as if it had an answer to some 

question. The kid was holding the ticket, smiling. The kid turned to the side and stared at 

Dan. Dan pretended not to notice. The kid kept staring. Dan stared back, and shrugged 

his shoulders. The father was done with his phone call and his visual affair with the 



ceiling. The father saw his kid staring at Dan. Dan and the father exchanged manly 

nods—the one where the chin goes up just an inch and the eyebrows follow.  

 “Any luck out there?” Dan asked the father, deepening the octave of his voice.  

 “Nah nothing,” the father said. Dan held out his magazine with all the races and 

horses’ names.  

 “Pick one,” he said to the kid. Dan quickly switched to the father and said, 

“Maybe he’ll pick a winner.” The kid rested his finger on the horse Razzmatazz. The 

father and kid walked up to the teller. Dan placed his bet, got a beer, and waited for the 

race.  

 “Come on, Raz! Come on!” Dan leaned back in the bleacher and sipped his beer.  

Anna poked her finger into Camilla’s cup of ice cream.   

 “I should’ve got the rainbow sprinkles,” Anna said. Camilla lightly gathered the 

rainbow sprinkles onto her spoon and plopped it on Anna’s cone. Anna’s cheeks lifted 

towards her big brown eyes and she giggled. Camilla couldn’t stop smiling.  

 “You know, I’m supposed to be teaching you how to read right now,” Camilla 

said, lightly nudging Anna’s shoulder with her own. Anna hummed the tune of a make-

believe song and shook her head to the beat. Camilla stared at the leaves’ shadow on the 

ground dotted with sunlight. A woman walked by walking a gray pit-bull. Anna asked 

with her eyes if she could pet the puppy. Camilla gave her a look that said, “yes, but then 

homework.”  

 Camilla opened the door to Anna’s house and answered the persistent phone. It 

was Anna’s mother saying she’d be home late and wants all homework and projects done 

by then. Anna was already sitting on the couch, her legs dangling off the edge, too short 



to reach the ground. Camilla grabbed the backpack and took out the homework notebook, 

reading notebook, journal and folders. She looked at Anna who was now forcing the cat 

to cuddle with her. You can’t force cats to cuddle without getting scratched. The fluffy 

orange tabby ran into the bedroom and Anna substituted the cat for a unicorn pillow-pet. 

Anna blinked slowly, her eyelids lowering each time, until they remained closed.  

 “Anna! Come on, we have to finish this homework before your mom gets home, 

then you can nap,” Camilla said. Anna grunted but didn’t budge. Camilla’s fingers tickled 

Anna’s sides and toes until she rolled off the couch. 

 Anna tried to stop laughing then said “But I’m hungry!”  

 “You just had two lunches and dessert!” 

 “Yea-a-a-h,” Anna said, knowing her trick failed.  

 Camilla checked the homework notebook, her finger tracing the bottom of each 

pencil-written task. Anna tapped her fingernails on the light-washed wood table.  

 “Alright, let’s do the math first,” Camilla said.  

Dan bet a hundred bucks at the track and left with twenty. Driving home he 

stopped by the deli and spent ten bucks on lotto and number tickets. While the cashier 

was ringing him up he stared at the cardboard box of Slim Jim beef-jerky. He never ate 

beef-jerky before. He picked one up, put it on the counter, paid, and went home. He 

parked crooked so Camilla wouldn’t notice he took her car, not because he was lazy or 

anything.  He peeled open the Slim Jim wrapper and munched away, nodding at the taste. 

A whole day without Al and Tony busting my chops, Dan thought. The answering 

machine’s red light was blinking. Five messages. Three from collections asking for 

payments, and two from Marge: “In case I forgot to tell ya, I’ll be back Sunday morning, 



business meeting—you’re probably still sleeping or out, since you didn’t go to work 

today, nothing new—of course, (her voice sped up) alright well, uh, there’s food in the 

fridge. Got another call—bye,” the machine beeped and Dan heard her voice continue, 

“Hey honey, I’ll see you at the bus terminal at five—hello? Hello? Are you there?” 

 Dan scuffed at the message, opened up the fridge, and sniffed. He shrugged his 

shoulders, closed the fridge, and sat down on the couch. He leaned back, sat up, tried to 

relax his shoulders, stopped slouching, and resumed slouching. “Honey,” he mocked. 

“Honey;” this time he heard it in his head. The clouds outside the window suggested the 

sun had enough of today. Dan got on the train E train to Prince St.  

Camilla put away the Home Links math workbook and took out The Adventures 

of Brer Rabbit and Friends. Anna wiggled in her seat and shook her head.  

 “I don’t wanna do book reports,” she made a puffy-cheeked sad face. Camilla 

pinched those chubby cheeks, wrinkled her nose, and opened the book. Anna read out 

loud. Every time she tripped up on a word she made two tiny fists and said “I got it, I got 

it!” then repeated the word slowly.  

 “‘But I do now this: from that day on, all Brer—’ ” 

 “Know,” Anna said, pointing to the word.   

 “I got it! ‘But I do know this: from that day on, all Brer Rabbit’s kin had short 

tails just like him,’” Anna leaned back proudly for reading such a long sentence.  

 “But what’s ‘kin’ mean?”  

 “It means, like—family. You know, someone’s kin is their family.”   

 “So then tabby is my kin? Cause Brer has s-o-o-o-o many kins! He has the 

turtle—” 



 “No, that’s his—” 

 “And the raccoon, and the fox” 

 “The fox isn’t really his fri—” 

 “And the other animal that looks funny, I forgot his name. So that means my kin is 

tabby and—” 

 “But tabby is your pe—” 

 “And unicorn, and mommy, and the nanny, and you!” Anna extended her hand to 

start counting on her fingers. 

 “Don’t be sad, Camil-l-a-l-a, you have lots of kin too, you have—” 

 “We should really finish the boo—” 

 “Your mommy, and daddy, and other daddy and”   

 “He’s not my—they’re just marrie—” 

 “That’s so cool to have two whole daddies. I don’t even have one daddy, but 

having two sounds like so much…so much, ice cream!” 

Dan walked up to the new French restaurant where Henry works. Dan stared at 

the sign which read, in a script curvy font, “Parfait.” Dan looked down. He primped his 

Hanes gray-tee shirt and tried to maneuver the dirt off his left sneaker with his right. He 

walked in and took a seat by the bar.  

 “Yeah, gimme Johnny Walker Blue, neat, with a slice of lemon,” Dan leaned 

back, then went on, “this is a French joint, right? Give me a baguette. Just a whole 

baguette—none of that sliced shit,” Dan said, his elbows resting on the bar and his back 

hunched. Henry noticed Dan and walked over.   



  “You know that’s forty bucks a glass right?” Henry said. Dan looked up at 

Henry, letting the overpriced scotch whiskey massage his tongue. Dan grabbed the sifter 

and downed the rest.  

 “Keep em’ comin,” he said to the bartender. Henry rolled his eyes and walked 

away murmuring “watch me get stuck with this damn bill.”  

 Dan stared at his mahogany-glossed reflection in the bar-top then covered it with 

his plate. His eyes were dark with tired shades of blue.  

 Henry’s shift was finally over. He sat next to Dan who was having a conversation 

with the butt of the half-eaten baguette.  

 “Don’t look at me like I’m some kinda loser! You the loser! Here, meet my lemon 

and—Henry! You workin with these losers?” Dan said, pointing to lemon-peels and 

crumbs.  

 “They’re a bunch’a losers, don’t work with em’. I work with losers too. They 

don’t like me, they think—well I don’t know what they think. I know what they know, but 

they think I’m a fuckin’ idiot! You think I’m an idiot? My wife thinks I don’t know what 

the fuck she does; I know what she does, you know what she does? Yeah you know.” 

Henry slowly pulled the sifter glass away from Dan.  

  Dan’s voice raised and the customers’ faces squelched in irritation. Henry handed 

his credit card to the bartender and pulled Dan by the arm.  

 “Why do ya put up with a loser like me, kid?” Dan said, his back leaning against 

the chilled brick wall. The wind rushed across their faces and the sounds of the city 

drowned their silence.  



Camilla’s dangling keys made Dan stir in his sleep. She hushed them with her fist 

and tiptoed down the hallway. The master bedroom-door was open; the room empty and 

still. Dan rolled over and folded the pillow, his snoring hummed through the house. 

Camilla walked into the living room and stared at his gangly body spilling over the 

couch. She uncrossed her arms, reached for the blanket and floated it on top of him; the 

raised hairs on Dan’s arm gently rippled towards his skin, comforted by a hug of cotton.  

 

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  



Dear Reader 
   
Danny Dupont  
  
I am no bird and no cage ensnares me,  
Even though dear Reader, I married Him.  
All was perfect, our life I could foresee.  
I knew our love true, and not born of a whim.  
It was a sham! Our wedding and his love.  
He lied dear Reader, I ran from Him shamed.  
From a time I did drift, I was no free dove—  
A crow who fluttered aimlessly—untamed.  
I stumbled, starved and sunk—on no clear path,   
Until another found me—lost and cold.  
A holy man! I need not fear God‘s wrath!  
But still! With Him I wanted to grow old.  
 I ran back dear Reader, I made my choice!  
 I longed for thee, Janet! His loving voice!  
 
 
 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



At night  
 
Darren Bowman  
  
He hisses a perfect circle   
Onto the Bodega wall   
& sprays a spider web out of it.    
Glass & pebbles grit under his feet  
& the bandanna around his mouth   
Sinks in & out as he breathes.    
  
The can whispers sip-sip-sippp  
As he draws himself as a mosquito  
With tiny lines above its wings   
To show it wiggling in the web  
Dotted with raindrops.  
  
He draws a gutter along the top of the wall  
With a hole in it  
& sprays his fears as raindrops   
Filling a dent in the sidewalk.    
In the corner of the wall he tags   
 
     Rembrandt      
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
On Summer in Southern Wisconsin  
 
Jess Williard   
  
1.  
Let me state this as simply as possible:   
  
There was a girl whose hands cupped to her hips when she walked  
like they were holding liquid secrets.  
  
What was interesting to me weren't so much the things that she said  
but the way that she said them,  
pushing promises through purple stained lips  
  
and tucking them in,  
breathing hazy hued volition into crevasses I didn't know were there   
or had forgotten about.  
  
But what I haven't forgotten about is how,  
in the dim light of motel room lamps,  
what was interesting to her were the calluses on my hands.  
  
Where do they come from, she would ask.  
Work, I tell her.  
  
And all this girl will ever know of work  
will be the rough hills of skin on my hands  
or someone else‘s.  
And what was left wasn't enough for my mother to stop sorting second hand clothing  
or to banish the allure of out of state plates,  
  
so this girl will say  
kiss me here and here and here.  
And I will.  
  
But I won't know where to go next  
and because I'm not quite sure how to talk about love,  
let me state this as simply as possible:  
  
There was a girl who hushed things into my skull.  
My ears won't stop ringing.  
  
But that was when we would sit on swing sets and drink green sodas.  
Static clouds of gnats hung over anything wet: it was summer 
 



 
  
2.  
That summer someone I didn‘t know  
got diagnosed with something I couldn‘t pronounce  
and my father got dark beneath the eyes and forgot how syllables worked.  
He would drag his knuckles across anything rough and called all strangers Gerrys.  
  
I roofed houses with work-release cons  
And blow addicts who‘d eightball out of the  
L-crevasse between their thumb and index finger  
And then tell stories about when they had all their teeth.  
Then I‘d wait tables at a small Mexican restaurant  
where they‘d let me drink for free and glow off  
my sunburn hitting on women much older and much  
drunker than I was.  
  
I‘d read to my dad when I got home,  
as the sun was coming up,  
and although he had all his teeth  
and hadn‘t been to jail for decades,  
he‘d share stories infinitely better than  
what I heard on the rooftops.  
  
When I sold my Buick and moved  
east, I forgot about the girl and the cons  
and the Mexican restaurant, but the calluses   
were there. I met a man named Flaco  
at a truck stop who told me I had an old school  
handshake and asked me for change   
to buy a Black and Mild that,  
for a reason I‘ve never figured out,  
he gave back to me.  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



Other Things Lost 
 
Stephanie Davis 
 
The ancestry of Nigeria and India converged.  
Strong, square jawed with a long slender nose 
and cheekbones like orbits that framed your eyes. 
We’d skip school to sit in Dominick’s pizza, planning 
to grow marigolds together  
in the same backyard while babies 
grew in our bellies.  
We were sisters, not  
through blood, but 
your red oak skin 
smelled of Shea butter and I wondered 
how Dave felt when he touched you  
behind the bleachers.  
    But, when the towers fell, 
we fell into a space between  
love and other things; you 
defected to elsewhere leaving me 
astounded by the sudden now of losing 
you while you still breathe.  
No ground, just gone. 
On the corner of Parsons and Hillside 
where we ate Charleston chews after school, 
I remember the dimples that made your smile, 
knowing I’ll only see them again 
in pictures. 
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



 
Blue Mist by Sazia Afrin 

 



Strangling Samson   
 
Kayla Kirschenbaum  
  
In this spillover of river and rainwater  
the fish are distracted, snacking on feathery flies of tinsel,  
an urgent red; gold flecks, specks of evergreen  
and string   
float through the water like snake skin.  
  
And I find myself contemplating you,  
drowning you,  
in this marsh of green vines like veins,   
deaf to the warning of the damselflies   
whose netted wings thrash back and forth   
and back again  
in an agitated flutter.  
  
You are fish food, and  
you beg me to help you,   
pull you,  
over the undertow of stretched cerulean,  
lift you up in fistfuls by the knot of your thick black hair, tangled with   
water bugs and fishing line, tine sewn into the thick length of it.  
When your feet sink deep in the runny sinkhole of sand,  
the peppered cory-catfish rip into your skin.  
  
You blink water at me,   
a plea,   
a premonition of your end,  
a pockmarked frame of a man that even the fish don‘t want anymore.  
  
A group of blue frogs murmur in the honey spot  
while the clownfish and cherry barb flood the brush line,   
their serrated gills writhing through the undercurrent.   
  
And I wonder if you can hear me with all those salt stars in your ears,  
while you pace yourself like Samson, blind and twisted,   
against the crash of spinning columns in the embankment.   
  
And I startle awake, my eyes slit open to meet the insistent sun,   
the buzz of my dream floating downstream, humming,   
as a fish snaps at the end of my line.   
  
   
  



Dust of the Dim   
 
Jacques Etienne  
  
Horus, eyes overwhelmed with rage   
The color of blood oranges   
Hearing about how your arrows led to Set‘s demise  
Joy fills the contorted ball of pain in my chest  
  
The drums of battle resonate through Khemet‘s thick opaque air     
Sweet aromas of blood and sweat fill the field   
In the still of the desert, exposed   
Grains of sand encrusted in my toenails  
  
Drubbing my demons   
―Oh what will strengthen me to get this job done‖  
Iron and steel clad yet still pierced  
  
Knowing sex before love   
A fresco of misdirection   
The epitome of fortitude and frenzy   
Sucking dick out of loneliness   
Dismantled and forsaken   
  
Waging war with my loins  
―Oh gods don‘t let this desolate place consume me‖  
Manhandled by mysterious hands  
Spit on and defiled  
Losing blessings like 2 dollar metro cards   
Will this even help me get there?  
The combat continues   
Forgetting that everything dies at the end of horizon   
Don‘t let the dust of the dim consume your joy  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Transhuman  
 
Shamari Stewart  
 

This will go down in history as one of the most significant, if not the most 
significant advancement in clinical biomechanics and orthopedics since nanorobotics was 
first applied to the treatment of musculoskeletal disorders and impairments. The human 
condition has been enhanced tenfold, and I’ve never been more proud of us as a species.  

Sarah and Professor Berkley come in to make the announcement as I watch from 
the first row. Sarah looks at me and I wave. She smiles, then waves at the crowd. She 
seems happy; hopefully her concerns about what might go wrong and about the public 
outcry against our efforts have been eased. After a few minutes of applause, the Professor 
finally begins:  

“Welcome everyone. Welcome to the beginning of a long, prosperous, and 
healthy future for us all, and for most to come. We got this far because of our drive; our 
commitment to excellence; our unwillingness to accept that our lives have to be limited to 
what we’re born with, or what we’ve been left with after our bodies and minds eventually 
deteriorate. We can transcend our natural limits, and become more than most of us ever 
imagined.  

“Some have, as you all know, denounced our progress and have spoken out 
against me and my partners; and with good reason. They are concerned about the impact 
that this kind of radical change can have on our culture, and much debate has gone on in 
academia and in our government with regards to this. All of this is understandable and to 
be expected, and is welcomed by us. If there was no criticism at all we’d be worried 
about what that says about our culture, because we have had doubts and debates amongst 
ourselves about this.  

“But as you all know the conclusion we’ve come up with, as a group, as a 
country, and as a society is that these enhancements, while heavily regulated, would be a 
huge benefit to all of us. Me and my head assistant Sarah Medley will now go through the 
basics of each available enhancement, as well as our future projects, and then take 
questions from the media.”  

A projector screen comes down on the stage and our logo comes up, more 
applause follows. The professor then clicks his remote and the screen goes to the next 
slide. A picture of our cybernetic parts comes up on the screen with labels attached; our 
eye, ear, and limbs. I immediately remember when I witnessed our first test on a human 
subject, and the joy and excitement on his face when he stood up for the first time in 
thirty years; I become filled with a sense of pride and personal accomplishment in having 
been part of such a historic event. A thunderous applause fills the room as people stand 
and relish in getting their first look at the society of the future. I notice there are some 
amongst the media section that do not applause and some in the crowd as well. When 
they see what a success this is for all of us, they’ll join in.  



“As you can see we’ve got our eyeball, hearing aid, arms, and legs. All fully 
functional and programmed to detect sensations through touch just as a normal body part 
would, with the exception of the eye and ear because the sensation for those body parts is 
not necessary, and even for the eye can potentially be quite painful. Now, here is some 
unedited footage of our work.”  

He clicks his remote again, and the screen changes from a slide to a video. I turn 
to my wife and tell her I’m going to the restroom. On my way out I see security guards 
wrestling with a fellow outside. I assume he’s one of the protesters until I notice 
something oddly familiar about the man, when I realize he’s my partner and rush over to 
help him.  

“Hey, what’s going on here?” I asked as I tried to break them up.  

“Chris?! Oh thank god!” wailed Jennings, clearly exhausted from the struggle. “I 
lost my pass and these men don’t believe me when I say I helped in the project.” 

“We caught this man sneaking into the show without a ticket,” said one guard. 
“Do you know him?” 

“Yes. He was a partner in the project. I’d appreciate it if you’d let him come in as 
a guest of mine. Luckily one of my guests couldn’t make it so I’ve got a free spot 
available,” I replied.  

“Sure thing Mr. Miller,” replied the second guard as he let Jennings go. The first 
one was more reluctant, but let him go after a few seconds, clearly still agitated by 
Jennings’ blatant disregard for the rules of entry.  

Jennings fixes his suit as best he could while we walk together. “Thanks for that,” 
he says, still catching his breath. 

“Why did you try to sneak in? Why not just tell them who you were and ask them 
to look you up?” I quickly asked, ignoring his thankfulness.  

“I got here late looking for my pass and I figured I’d try that instead, but they 
wouldn’t allow anyone to come in once the doors closed. I noticed some kids trying to 
sneak in around the back and, well, we all know what happened after that.”  

I shook my head and sighed, wondering how my friend could be so brilliant at 
times, yet so irresponsible.  

“So what are you doing out here anyway, why aren’t you inside?” he asked.  

“I needed some fresh air.” 

“So where are you headed now?”  

“I’m not sure,” I said, walking aimlessly down the main hallway of the building, 
while simultaneously being greeted by co-workers and supporters I recognize. I see a 
bench near the wall and make a beeline straight towards it; Jennings follows.  



We both take a seat and he asks, “so what do you think of all this?” 

“What do you mean?” I reply. 

“All of this hype; this excitement; the attention; the debates; the politics… 
everything.” 

“It’s all very sudden, and to be honest kind of overwhelming. I guess I should’ve 
known once I signed on for this project that this may be the outcome. While this 
presentation may be in good spirits and very optimistic, we all know this is far from 
over.”  

“I feel the same way. I ran into some protesters on the way here and it wasn’t 
pretty. One of them pointed me out, said I took part in the project, and as a result I was 
jeered for ten minutes until I finally got far enough from them that I couldn’t hear it 
anymore. I swear it’s like these people want others to suffer from preventable 
impairments.” 

“While I sometimes feel the same way, to be fair I don’t think that’s their main 
problem. They dislike how far we’re taking this technology. It’s not just a substitute form 
human impairments anymore, it’s superior to their human counterparts in almost every 
conceivable way. They fear the fetishization of these parts; that these augmentations will 
somehow degrade our culture. That appears to be the main sentiment coming from our 
public denouncers anyway.” 

“I don’t get it,” he said, clearly not buying any of the public concerns I just 
brought up.  “They’re just parts, what could they possibly do to our culture? They won’t 
harm us any more than the first prosthetic limb.” 

“I totally agree. If only everyone else saw it that way.”  

After a few seconds of silence, he asks: “Hey, can you show me to my seat? I 
want to see what’s going on with the show.” 

“Yeah, sure; I should get back also, my wife’s waiting for me.” 

I lead him inside, and we see that the presentation is almost over. I introduce him 
to my wife briefly and we take a seat.  

Professor Berkley wraps up his presentation, and Sarah explains how the question 
and answer portion of the show will proceed. All the members of the media in the front 
row raise their hands in excitement. Sarah picks a woman in the front row for the first 
question. 

“In the portion about future projects you mentioned having clinics dedicated to 
this human enhancement technology. Will people be able to go into these clinics and 
switch human body parts for non-human ones?” 

She immediately asks the big question. Sarah doesn’t look too concerned though, 
which consequently eases my concern for her.  



“We’re not sure about that yet,” she responds. “While we’re certainly not ruling 
that out for future, right now we’re mostly focused on dealing with people who are 
physically disabled in some way and are in need of our services.” 

That’s a safe answer, but not a completely honest one. We’ve discussed this many 
times and that very prospect was one of our main motivations, behind helping the 
disabled. I still consider that to be an entirely just and necessary step, as do most of us, 
including the professor. I mean, if someone really wants a better arm than the one they 
have, why shouldn’t they be allowed to get it?  

Another woman asks: “What impact do you think these enhancements will have 
on our culture?” 

“I honestly think nothing but good can come of this. These are only replacements 
for lost body parts at this point.” 

“But what about the future of these products? What if it becomes more than that?” 

“I can’t say for the future. Again, we’re not sure where we’re going with this yet. 
That also depends on what the public response to this product is.”  

As reporters started asking more specific questions, I walked onto the stage from 
the side to greet the professor and congratulate him on a good presentation, and also to 
get his take on all of this.  

“Hey John, great presentation,” I said, shaking his hand by the stairs.  

“Thanks Chris,” he says. “Sarah’s got the real job here though, dealing with the 
vultures in this crowd.”  

“Yeah I know, though it seems like she got through the toughest questions 
already, hopefully.”  

“Yeah, but you never know with the media,” says Jennings, from right behind me. 
“Especially when you don’t have very solid public support.” 

I turn around, spooked a little. “Wow, when’d you get here?” 

“I was always here. You didn’t notice?” 

“No, not at all. Could you let me know next time so that I don’t get a heart 
attack?” 

“Sure, next time I’ll make sure you know that I’m following you,” he says 
sarcastically. 

“Wha-… ugh, never mind.”  

The professor laughs, then we hear Sarah announce to the audience that the 
question-and-answer session is over, and that the show is coming to a close. She then 
joins us by the side.  



“Hello gentlemen,” she says, with a confident smile.  

“Hey Sarah, thanks for handling the wolves out there for me. I really appreciate 
it” he says, with a smile.  

“Anytime, John; it’s the least I could do, considering you did the entire 
presentation. And I’m just glad to be a part of this whole thing to begin with. I mean, this 
is historic.”  

“I definitely second that,” I add. “This is a lot for me to take in at once. 
Considering how much our healthcare system has changed in the past few decades, I 
think it’s justified for me to be a little overwhelmed. This is no longer a for-profit 
practice; if your product appears to work and people need it, they’ll get it. There is no 
waiting period, and we’re not selling this product; once it’s approved by the FDA, anyone 
can get it at any time.”  

“Yes, it’s for the best though Christopher,” said the Professor. “We’ve tested this 
product many times and it’s never failed.” 

“I know, I know. It’s just all happening so fast; it worries me.”  

“Now it’s worrying you?” said Sarah.  

As I was about to respond my wife Carol taps on my shoulder 

“Honey, sorry to interrupt but we have to go. We have a thing, remember?”  

“A thi-,” as I was about to ask what this “thing” is, her eyes tell me that there is 
no “thing” and she just wants to leave.  

“Ah yes, that. Sorry guys but I have to go. John, Sarah, you guys did an amazing 
job! Jennings… stay out of trouble.”  

“Bye!” they all said as my wife lead me out of the auditorium and out of the entire 
building.  

We get in the car and I start the engine.  

As I start driving, Carol, without hesitation, asks: “What was that?” 

“What was what?” I replied. 

“That wave at the beginning of the presentation.” 

“… A way of saying hi to my friend and colleague?” 

“I don’t know, it looked like more than that. I didn’t like how she smiled at you 
either.” 

“There’s nothing going on between me and Sarah anymore Carol, that’s the 
honest truth. I don’t know what else you want, I keep telling you this.” 



“She obviously has feelings for you, and knowing you dated…. It just stresses me 
out. Please just don’t get too friendly with her okay?” 

“I only have feelings for you Carol. I wouldn’t want to do anything with her 
anyway.” 

As I lied through my teeth, which I hate doing, I try desperately to change the 
subject. 

“So what’d you think of the presentation?” 

“Ugh, I hated it.” 

“Wow… you know I worked on that too right?” I said, a little disappointed.  

“It was extremely boring, I’m sorry,” she says, seeming sincere. “Plus, you know 
I’m not into that stuff.” 

“Yeah I know… “  

After a 10-15 minutes car ride, we arrive at our home.  

We enter the house, and as I’m hanging up my coat, she asks: “So are you having 
any doubts about this?” 

I sigh and say, “Is it that obvious?” 

“Yes, it is actually. You went to the bathroom and didn’t come back for 20 
minutes. You don’t take that long. You’ve also been testier than usual lately. What’s 
wrong?” 

“This is all happening so fast. After mass production, people will be seen with our 
invention everywhere. What if something goes wrong?” I say, as I sit down on our bed. 
“And the antagonist groups make me nervous also. I just have a bad feeling overall; this 
isn’t going how I thought it would.”  

“Well what’d you expect: everyone to jump for joy at the thought of a significant 
portion of the human race becoming part machine? To be honest, I’m having my doubts 
about this too. It’s scary Chris, where will this take us? What’s next?” she says, folding 
her arms. “Apparently people already want to get rid of their human body parts for this 
shit. Does that not concern you?” 

“Honestly: not really” I say as I’m loosening my tie. “The thing that worries me is 
the people that want to stop them. These things were made to replace the human body; if 
someone wants to switch to it, I couldn’t care less. Why are people so against that?”  

“Because it’s creepy and unnatural.”  

“I feel like it’s more than that. Some people find tattoo’s weird and repulsive but 
they don’t get this kind of response from people. It’s as if there’s something offensive 
about wanting to be something better than a normal human.” 



“It’s like we’re not good enough. Like we’re just limited body parts to be replaced 
by machines.” She gets on the bed and lies down next to me.  

“Yeah, that’s it. Machines have been used to satisfy our bodies for so long, and 
now they’re replacing our bodies. It’s a blow to our collective ego, and we fear what this 
might lead to.”  

I pick up the remote and turn on the news. I see coverage of our presentation on 
most of the major news stations. I continue flicking to try to find something else, until I 
find something that makes my heart skip a beat. I tap my wife to keep her from falling 
asleep so she could see.  

“Oh my god… ,“ I hear her say, as my eyes are glued to the screen: 

“This just in: cases are erupting around the country of people, some in groups, 
mutilating themselves in a desperate attempt to gain access to the newly released HEAG 
body parts. Some apparently claiming that they were heavily influenced by this new 
technology and that they’ve ‘seen the future’, here to talk with us and help us better 
understand this strange and disturbing phenomenon is psychologist, political activist and 
outspoken bioconservative Michael Turner. Thanks for joining us Michael.” 

“Thanks for having me here, Kate. I just wish it were under better circumstances.” 

“Yes, don’t we all. Now I have a few questions to ask you. First, did you see this 
coming at all?” 

“Honestly, I did not see this coming. Especially not this fast, it’s worse than I 
could even imagine. That so many people’s view of their humanity is so deeply negative 
and so damaged that they’d do something like this to themselves is deeply disturbing to 
me. Especially considering a lot of these victims are young people. It really is a shame to 
see our younger generation being so emotionally dependent on technology; man-made 
objects; that they’d resort to behavior of this kind. It’s hard to swallow, it really is.” 

“So what do you think is going on psychologically with these people? Like I 
noticed you used the word ‘victim’ to describe them: do you think they’re victims of this 
era of technological progression?” 

“I call them victims because they’ve been so conditioned at this point not only to 
despise their humanity and their biological limitations, but to worship and become deeply 
infatuated with new upgrades in technology. That may sound extreme, but it’s a reaction 
to pretty extreme phenomena like this.” 

“How have they been conditioned, do you think?” 

“I think it started with us as children. You remember the smartphones, and the 
different handheld devices that we had, right? We were raised in a technological 
environment that aspired to do more; to be more. These advances just continued through 
the years, but the attitude remained the same: new technology and new upgrades are 
necessary, and the previous product is now obsolete; it’s now outdated and unneeded. 



These parts are like the Iphone, I don’t know if you remember that one. It’s the new 
product, and now our limited, primitive bodies are unneeded. How long before our entire 
bodies are replaced and we’re a brain in a robotic body? This type of thinking: that the 
new technology is always the best thing for society, needs to stop. If it doesn’t, mark my 
words, things will only get worse from here.” 

I turn off the tv and the lights and lay down, feeling like crap because my greatest 
achievement is now probably seen as a detriment to society by a very large portion of our 
population.  

“Goodnight Chris. I’m sure things will get better soon.” 

“Thanks honey.” She doesn’t think that, and neither do I.  
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The Thing Around Your Neck: An Evening Reading 

Stephanie Davis 

 

What do you know about  

the 9 year old boy with an AK-47  

in his unwashed hands?  

A learned soldier, 

the stories in his eyes are real. 

You sit alone, 

one arm across your waist, 

the other hand between your throat and chest, 

ears moving with the music of the words. 

What holds you? 

A dark-skinned Nigerian woman, 

standing poised at the podium,  

with her fuchsia dress and auburn afro, 

reading from her memoir?  

Can you feel the fire from a mother’s mouth 

as she grabs at the air  

watching her child get dragged away 

to go learn how to come back  

and kill her? 

 
  
  
  
  
  
  
   



Excuses  
 
Jacqueline York  
  
baseball bat and broken  
brown wood splinters  
falling from the door  
behind which you are trapped.  
  
there I was,  
howling like some other wolf.  
Pounding. Pounding.  
sharp gashes in the locked door.  
  
you were mopping up bits   
of broken dishes  
and tending to wounds   
from words   
that I have forbidden   
myself from remembering.  
  
I am not the one  
deserving of your love.  
  
so with fistfulls of tacks   
you will blind yourself  
and I will hang  
a calendar of kittens  
on my door   
to cover the holes.  
  
and we will clean house  
and we will go shopping   
and we will know   
  
that through all of the excuses you make  
you've simply spoiled me disgusting.  
  
 
 
 
 
 
  
  



Doctrines on Getting Lost  
 
Jess Williard  
  
My parents would have had me believe  
in the Quaker meeting house and  
other shuttered rituals, in God actually  
moving people to speak in a room full of  
bowed heads. But I played baseball  
and the arced parasol of the soft-toss  
was infinitely more to lay faith in  
than something like a library for  
ambivalent believers. It was here, in the  
sodden boiler room of a pre-war clinic,  
where I was lost for the first and  
not the last time, and this is important  
because there were lights in my shoes  
and you could follow me in a laser  
vigil. Believe in that. Believe in  
no crust and the way bats  
dive for bits of gravel as if they  
were insects, as if it weren‘t  
really a driveway and there weren‘t  
really lies being thrown straight up  
into the sky. Believe in this:  
My parents—gorgeous, stooping  
people who have probably loved too  
much in their lives, adopted two  
infants in rural New Jersey and  
married without telling anyone.  
Believe in the cross-cut and  
blister bulge of lawn mowing and  
running for no reason, running for miles.  
“For training.” But you believed in the miles.  
The second time I was lost it  
was because I drank before I  
knew how to with older, heavier boys,  
and awoke on the sooty beach of   
Lake Monona. Water lapped at  
my heels and the soft tide sounded  
like a slow exhale, like something  
older and more tired than human   
saying, “Hap-py, Birth-day.”  
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Cherries 

By Stephanie Davis 

 

The damned were buried 

in the field along cursed rivers, 

the rugged soil squeezing 

their bodies for nourishment.  

In the room we gathered mourning,  

the soiled land where we hunted  

wild things that we’d 

put in our mouths for the burst  

of sweet. The cherries - confined 

in their bold blackened bodies, 

plucked from their stems to be layered 

and leavened into pies that deluded 

the senses into believing grief has 

moved elsewhere. 

 

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



The Day the Music Died 
 
Rebecca Parker  
 

 Her toes wrapped around the edge of the roof.  She held her arms straight out, 

feeling the wind whip against her.  Had the wind been blowing northwest or had she been 

on the opposite end of the roof, her decision would have already been made for her.  She 

looked straight out at the city line, afraid that looking down would cause her to lose her 

balance; she hadn’t made up her mind yet. She ran her hands softly over her belly, 

closing her eyes as her fingers found the curve.   

She didn’t cry. She took a deep breath and thought about all the things that were 

keeping her from unclenching her toes and letting go.  She thought about her husband, 

Jeff, who had been so supportive ever since she had emerged from the bathroom eight 

months earlier with the test that changed their lives.  He had been so patient with her, 

holding her hand at every doctor’s visit, picking out a particular shade of blue for the 

nursery, arguing over whether Roman or Joshua was a better name for the baby.  They 

had never doubted it would be a boy, and they were right. He was at work today, 

expected home late after yet another twelve hour day.  She knew what she was getting 

into when she married a lawyer; it shouldn’t have come as a surprise to her.  She cooked 

him meatloaf and mashed potatoes on Fridays.  She smiled at the utter domesticity of it 

all.  

She thought of her mother.  Not a day had gone by since she revealed that she was 

pregnant that her mother hadn’t called her on the phone.  She was smart enough to know 

not to call during primetime- expectant mother or not, Laurie loved her television shows 

and cherished the time it gave her to decompress after a long day teaching fifth graders. 



Her mother had sent her a copy of What to Expect When You’re Expecting, endless 

articles on parenting that she had found online, and the cutest off-white crocheted baby 

booties that Laurie had ever seen.  The day she got the package in the mail, she had stood 

with them in her hand for almost a half hour.  It was one of the most profound moments 

of her pregnancy, imagining her little boy’s baby feet inside of them.   

She closed her eyes and could recall that imagined memory.  She had said on 

many an occasion that there was nothing more precious in the world than baby’s feet.  

They were soft and wrinkled and merely the sight of them would cause “oohs” and 

“aahs” that would go on for days.   

She thought of Roman.  

She fastened her fingers together around her distended belly and loosened her 

toes’ grip on the edge.  She opened her eyes and took a hesitant step back.  It was only 

then that she looked at the future she had just turned away – a steep drop four stories 

down to the hard asphalt below.  Her breath caught in her throat; the enormity of what 

she had been seconds away from doing hit her.  She stared down at a woman struggling 

to carry her grocery bags to her car.  Would she have fallen on her?  Was she a mother 

too?  Was Laurie even considered a mother anymore?   

The wind picked up and she clutched her sweater tight around her body, her skin 

blanketed with goosebumps.  Her hair whipped across her face, sticking to the tears that 

had wet it.  She turned around and walked towards the roof door.  She wanted to get as 

far away from the scene of the almost crime as possible. 



She walked down the stairwell slowly, her hand gripping the rail tightly as she 

went.  Her knees shook and she felt altogether unsteady.  Her heart was racing in her 

throat – it was as if she had just watched someone else almost go through what she 

herself had.  She felt entirely disconnected.  

She pulled her keys from her pockets, her hands unsteady as she unlocked the 

door and walked into the apartment she thought she would never see again.  She closed 

the door behind her and leaned her body against it, staring out and trying to comprehend 

what had almost happened.  Her eyes focused on the door to her right.  They had put up a 

decal of a stork carrying a baby bundle on the door to the nursery.  She felt herself drawn 

to it, walking inside and looking around the room which was so full of baby items, it 

could have doubled for a Babies R Us showroom.  They had chosen to go with a Winnie 

the Pooh theme; she didn’t care that it was probably the most popular baby theme in the 

world.  She had fond memories of growing up surrounded by Pooh and Roo and Eeyore, 

and she wanted that for her son.  She walked over to the crib and reached out to spin the 

mobile.  The music came on and lights danced inside it as Tigger and Pooh moved in a 

circle.   She looked down at the empty mattress and pictured her son lying there like she 

had a thousand times before.  She stretched her hand down, imagining she was touching 

him, rubbing his back to get him to go back to sleep.  She had spent eight months getting 

ready to play the part of mother.  

A noise from the kitchen shook her out of her reverie.  Her husband shouldn’t 

have been home for three more hours, but there he was, his back to her, opening a bag of 

Chinese food from their favorite place across town.  She stood in the doorway, bracing 

herself for the moment he turned around and saw her; she could never hide how she truly 



felt from him.  But she doubted he would be able to guess what was bothering her and 

what had happened and almost happened.  Laurie was having issues believing it herself.  

As if on cue, he turned around. She knew she was a sight to behold – her eyes red, 

her body tense.  He picked up on it immediately and looked at her with concern.  “Laur? 

Everything OK? I got home fifteen minutes ago and you weren’t here.  I picked up some 

Chinese. Where were you?” 

She brushed the tears away, avoiding his first question. “I just needed some fresh 

air. I was on the roof.” He wouldn’t think anything of it; she often spent time there 

tending to a small garden the previous tenants had created.  She put her head down and 

walked away from him.  

“Hey,” he said, following her across the apartment. “Is something wrong? Listen, 

I know I got home late last night and left early this morning. It’s not happening again, I 

promise. It’s just this one fucking case. It’ll be over soon.” He tossed his keys down on 

the coffee table and plopped down onto the couch. He patted the spot beside him; Laurie 

moved over and gingerly eased herself down into the seat, her eyes finding on the piece 

of paper on the kitchen table.  She felt the nerves in her body stand on edge; she had left 

the letter there for him to find, and now that was the last thing that she wanted.  She 

hadn’t wanted him to blame himself for what she had been about to do on the roof; 

knowing their history and how tense things had been before the pregnancy 

announcement, he likely would.  

As she sat next to him, the thought of the note made her shiver.  She hadn’t 

wanted him to feel responsible, but a part of her knew that he had absolutely factored into 



the decision to almost jump.  She couldn’t ignore that she knew Roman was what had 

kept them together, even before his birth.  His conception was born out of the aftermath 

of a fight; they were a common occurrence a year before, and so was the apologetic 

intimacy that typically came afterwards.  She had visited a lawyer only weeks before she 

became pregnant – she just wanted to weigh all of her options.  Their marriage was as 

cold then as it was warm after she became pregnant; once Roman entered into the picture, 

it was like a flip had switched. Jeff and Laurie suddenly had the marriage she always 

hoped they would.  

 He put his arm around her and brought her close to him, pressing her shoulder 

into his chest. “What’s wrong?” he asked. She sat next to him, unsure of how to respond.  

She took his hand in hers and locked their fingers together, her other hand moving over 

theirs in a soft sweeping motion. She opened her mouth to speak, but couldn’t find a way 

to say what needed to be said.  He could never know the whole truth, how close she had 

come today.  Jeff stared at her, raising his hand to brush the hair from her face. He 

cradled her face in his hand, and the touch felt like exactly what she needed.  

 “There’s something I have to tell you,” she said, disentangling herself from his 

grip. She awkwardly got up from the couch and moved to the kitchen table.  Her back 

turned to him; she took the note, folded it in half and placed it inside her sweater pocket. 

He could never find it. “I went to the doctor today,” she admitted. “I wasn’t feeling well 

this morning, and you know me. I went online, googled my symptoms and got myself all 

paranoid. So I called Dr. O’Brien and he told me I should just go in so I could clear my 

mind.” She turned around, finding him paying rapt attention. “I figured it was just that I 

ate spicy food last night, but better safe than sorry.” 



 “You and your Pad Thai,” he said, smiling.  He expected her to smile back, but 

she didn’t respond.  He looked uncomfortable. “So what did he say?”  

 “Well, I told him what the problem was, and he decided to just hook me up to the 

ultrasound to take a look.” She stopped, flashing back to the moment.  As much as she 

loved the glimpse of her growing son that the sonogram gave her, she always felt 

uncomfortable with her belly exposed and the cold gel slathered on her stomach.  But she 

and Jeff had gone through this many times before.  She loved watching him on the screen 

– evolving from some unidentifiable blob (which she loved anyway) to an identifiable 

little baby, almost ready to be born. But as soon as the screen came on, she could tell 

something was wrong.  The baby’s heartbeat was usually music to her ears, but the music 

was gone.  She looked to the sonogram technician, and she just knew.  She could see it all 

over her face.  The wand went over her stomach again, pressing down with an almost 

frantic pressure.  The technician adjusted the dials, checked everything twice over.  All 

she found was a baby with no pulse. The technician looked at her, her mouth open but no 

words escaping at first. “The doctor,” she finally said. “I have to get the doctor.” 

 Laurie had stared at the screen, at her baby- at Roman.  The silence of the room 

suffocated her.  One hand rose to her mouth in horror, the other grabbed a towel from the 

counter and quickly wiped the gel off her stomach.  She felt as if she was in a trance, 

even when the doctor walked back in with the technician and looked over the machine. 

“Laurie,” he said, taking his glasses off - that grim gesture that always meant something 

ominous. “I’m so sorry.” He said some other words, but Laurie didn’t hear what they 

were. “Ruptured placenta,” she made out.  Her body had murdered her baby.  



 They left her alone in the room and she slowly got redressed.  She felt like a 

zombie, going through the motions.  She walked into his office, and sat down in front of 

his desk.  He asked her if she wanted to call her husband, but she couldn’t tell him.  He 

had brought home a baby Mets jersey the day before, and they had playfully argued over 

whether Roman would be brought up as a Mets or Yankee fan. She had seen the joy in 

his eyes and felt it mirrored in hers. Roman was less than a month away from being born.  

In fact, he had probably already been dead.   

 She relayed the story to Jeff, her voice stoic, her eyes avoiding his. She looked up 

at him finally and saw the grief pooling in his expression. “I’m sorry,” she said, her voice 

finally cracking. “I tried so hard,” she said, falling to her knees.  “I tried so hard.” 

 Jeff got off the couch and ran over to the spot where she lay crumpled on the 

floor, her belly mocking their misery – promising something it couldn’t deliver.  “Stop 

it,” he said, pulling her into his arms again, enveloping her in his embrace. They sat there 

entwined for minutes, their sobs rising and falling together. “Our baby,” he cried, and she 

almost didn’t recognize his voice; his pain was so primal.    

 The doctor had assured her she had done nothing wrong.  “These things happen,” 

he told her. “For no reason,” he had added.  She didn’t care; she racked her brain thinking 

of all the things she had done in the last eight months that may have made a difference. 

She ate too much spicy food.  She had a small glass of wine on more than one occasion.  

She had needed a cup of coffee to get her through the day back in June when the semester 

was winding down.  She must have done something; babies didn’t just die inside you. But 

Roman had.   



 The doctor had handed her pamphlets and offered a few more platitudes that she 

ignored.  He explained to her what was next.  He pulled out his day planner and set an 

appointment. “You’ll unfortunately have to go through the motions of birth,” he said 

grimly. “The baby will need to be delivered as if everything was normal. I understand 

this may seem somewhat macabre, but we need to keep in mind your health.”  

 Jeff looked up at her. “Laurie, my God. I’m so sorry,” he muttered. “How do they 

expect us to just go on living like nothing happened? Like he’s still in there?” 

 “He is,” she corrected him, her hand protectively cradling her belly once more. “I 

mean, he is and he isn’t. He’s…”  

 +++ 

 The bag they had packed months ago in preparation for Roman’s birth was a sad 

reminder of plans gone astray.  Sitting alone on the edge of her bed, she emptied most of 

it until all that remained was a nightgown and a change of clothes.  The joy had been 

taken out of the bag.  In another world, she imagined her water breaking, excitement and 

embarrassment rolled into one, the frantic drive to the hospital, the scattered calls to let 

everyone know the baby was on its way.  In this world, they hadn’t told anyone but their 

parents.   

 “Sweetie, are you sure you don’t want me to come to New York?” her mother 

asked her.  Laurie let the phone cradle on her shoulder as she packed the gifts from the 

baby shower into garbage bags.  She loved her mother, but the last thing she needed right 

now was to be constantly doted on.  In the days since her doctor’s appointment, Jeff has 

been increasingly distant and, although it stung and made her old worries rear their head, 



it wasn’t as if she really wanted to talk about everything either.  Her mother had called 

every day for the last three days, and the conversations had been fairly one-sided.  It 

didn’t help matters that her mother had directed her grief and anger at Jeff once Laurie 

mentioned he had been distant.  But Laurie understood he too was suffering – that he too 

had lost a child.  What bothered her most was it was as if he couldn’t even look at her.  

Over dinner the night before, there was no sound but the tick of the second hand of the 

clock.  When she got up to bring her plate to the sink, she caught him looking at her 

stomach and then quickly looking away with a blank look on his face. She had done the 

dishes through tears.  

 “Mom, I have to go,” she said, tying the garbage bag closed and placing it in the 

corner.  Her mother began to protest. “I’ll call you tomorrow,” Laurie added, hanging up 

the phone.  She didn’t mean to be rude, but her mother had a way of prolonging every 

phone conversation past the point of comfort.  She looked over at the bags full of gifts – 

would they need to be returned? Should she save them in case she got pregnant again? 

The logistics of the situation overwhelmed her. She taught fifth grade math.  Her 

students had watched her grow all year long.  Would she have to explain to them that 

there was no baby, or would she pretend it was just one more thing teachers didn’t talk 

about with their students? Would she let the gossip mill do its work inside the faculty 

lounge or should she speak to the principal about disseminating the information herself? 

Did she need to return all the gifts they were given at the baby shower? Should she save 

them in case they had another child? Would she even be able to have another child? 



As they drove in silence to the hospital, these questions and more swarmed 

through her head. She glanced over at Jeff, the picture of determination with his hands 

gripping the wheel at eleven and two and his jaw set squarely in that handsome way 

which had attracted him to her in the first place seven years before.  She didn’t begrudge 

him his constant silence: this outcome was one they had never even considered or been 

prepared for.  They had waited until she was out of the first trimester before they had told 

anyone she was pregnant; she had heard too many stories of women who had 

miscarriages having to go through something similar to what she was going through now.  

They had done everything right, she thought.  Her doctor had assured her, in a late night 

teary phone call she initiated, that the spicy food, the coffee, the glass of wine had 

nothing to do with Roman’s death. “These things just happen,” he assured her. “It’s 

natural to want to look for answers or reasons, but the sad truth of it is that sometimes our 

bodies just betray us.”  

 As they loaded Laurie into a wheelchair and rolled her into the hospital, she 

couldn’t help but hear his words reverberate in her head.  He had, at once, assured her it 

wasn’t her fault and made her blame herself for it all the more.  She couldn’t have 

controlled why or how it happened, but nonetheless something about her had caused it to 

happen.  It was that fear which had brought her to the edge of the roof a week before.   

She wanted to see him.  Jeff couldn’t do it, the doctor had advised against it for 

both of them.  But Laurie didn’t care; she wanted to hold her baby boy, breathing or not.  

The labor had been fairly simple; without having to worry about the baby, she had been 

given all the drugs she wanted to get her through it.  When she felt the baby’s head 

crowning, the silence in the room was overwhelming.  He was supposed to cry; they 



always cried.  But she had braced herself for this moment; she knew it was coming. 

Babies cried when they entered our world; Roman had already left it.  

 After the baby was delivered, she felt just as empty as before.  She looked away 

as he was taken to be cleaned up in another room.  Her eyes focused on a chart of the 

female reproductive system that hung on the wall to her right.  Which part of her was 

responsible? Where had it gone wrong? Something was said which made her turn her 

head, and she saw how uncomfortable the doctor and nurse looked as they handed Roman 

over to her.  

 She had been warned that he would look different.  His skin was pale, his lips 

crimson, and his skin delicate to the touch.  But lying in her arms, she could have 

imagined he was only asleep.  She flashed back to that moment in front of his crib when 

she pretended he would have ever actually laid there.  She moved her hand to his back 

and rubbed it softly, whispering “shh.”  A part of her wanted to cry for what they had 

lost, but this was the only moment she would ever get to share with him.  She wanted to 

focus on what, in that moment, she did have. “I love you,” she told him, leaning over to 

kiss his little forehead. “I felt you inside of me. You’ll always be there.” 

 She moved her hand underneath her pillow and pulled out the envelope she had 

made sure was always with her.  Inside was a note she had written two days before to 

him.  It said everything she couldn’t say in this moment.  She took the envelope and 

placed it next to his heart under the blanket that swaddled him. “For you, my baby boy,” 

she whispered. “For you.” 

  



Affinity 
 
Emily Pertz   
  
A new subway rider,  
a window glowing  
in the distant  
pocket of humanity  
is enough for me  
to become distracted.  
I can‘t help but feel  
a strange connection  
to those unknown souls  
who will always remain   
oblivious to my   
anonymous interest.  
When their stop  
arrives and their  
light retires   
so too does my   
contact fade  
but not before a   
piece of me  
has had a chance to  
slip away.  
  
    
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The Gown 

Lisa Maria Diodato 

 The soft, golden lights above her head make her almost unrecognizable to even 

herself. Elizabeth stands upright, the way she was taught to stand as a lady. Even in 

private she must continue her facade. She stares into her own troubled hazel eyes, 

fighting all emotional urges. Elizabeth looks in the mirror and follows the folds that the 

glossy satin create along the lines of her slender body. She is painfully aware of the hip 

bones that protrude out of her sides, evidence of the so-called accomplishments she’s 

made to get into this particular dress. This engaging attire, which was chosen for her, in 

this style, in this size, is to be worn flawlessly. He wouldn’t have her any other way. 

  The gown hangs, animate with motion, moving over her breasts, hips and 

backside, accentuating her emaciated figure. It seems to be the source of her animosity 

and yet its beauty is undeniable. She takes a drawn-out look at the gentle, white, lace that 

runs from the very top of her long, elegant neck, over her shoulders and along her arms, 

down to her lustrous fingertips. The intricate web of fine fabric strangles her, much like 

William’s love for her. The dress, she notices, is more perfect than her marriage will ever 

be. It is an image of superiority for the onlookers to see. Elizabeth is to walk down the 

aisle in this unholy trap and while donning this stifling piece of perfection she will 

profess false vows to her prince charming; a secret that only the dress and Elizabeth will 

ever perceive.  

 Victoria scurries hastily, without delay, passing the interminable, unnaturally dark 

alleyway which plagues her dreams and torments her days in recollection of the 

agonizing series of wretched events which occurred there, that seem to never permit her 



to rest, they are like a indefatigable virus that grows and multiples, taking over every 

aspect of her mind until sanity threatens to flee and pelt away fast, as fast as she did, as 

she could, on that dreaded night, in order to get away from the creatures, those soulless, 

nefarious, devils who robbed her of her seemingly, unimpeachable youth forever to rid 

her of contentment and any sense of comfort within the confines of this godforsaken, 

backward, municipality, with these people, these grotesque mortals, who dissimulate their 

gnarled interiors and pretend to be decent, and yet, they are the crux of the quandary, they 

are rapacious, insatiable, egotistical maniacs who prey on the weak and kind spirited, the 

very few of us that remain.   

 But really, she knows squat about this place, she’s not on the inside like we are, 

we the forsaken, we the disowned, we the disavowed, the discarded ones, the unlucky 

scads, the adjudicator, she evaluates us from her golden gates up on the pious hill, she 

positions herself up there, in her ivory tower, looking down on all of us, pretending like 

she’s got it substandard, none of us verily know what befell to her down there, in that 

alleyway, but ostensibly, we’re all to blame, that girl, she’s just crazy, running her mouth 

to all the erroneous people at inappropriate times, she doesn’t need to worry though, 

money will liberate her every time, she’s never had to deal with the things we’ve had to 

face, she’s never seen true turpitude, true discomfort, true evil, and she will never know 

until she faces this place, wholeheartedly.  

  
  
  
  
  
 
 
  



Daisy Gumshoe 
  
Kacey Livingston   
  
Daisy Gumshoe unribbons the jigsawed   
Hibiscus wrists, for the first time.  
The restless wallflower awakens--   
Trimmings that tiptoed into winter‘s chimney.  
Companioned nostalgia waters the stale Juniper clippings,  
and whispers those wrinkled Amaryllis secrets.  
Befallen beanstalk and draping grapevines weep over--  
The Baby‘s Breath seeds that were buried behind another time…  
  
It seems as though digging tunnels and mining   
for truth, is the latest past-time?  
The backpacked, back seated Gumshoe‘s dreams deepened,  
in a void, a voice distanced by time speaks then.  
Spinning skies, smiles shine in ‘95.  
I doubt that she even knows who you are,  
but she sure is happy to see you.  
We hopscotch passed those red doors, and hoolahooped through--   
Looking glass,   
And I fell down this rabbit hole--  
And watched her wave goodbye.  
  
Silent, scared, and imprisoned, for all this time.  
Knowing that he is down here too.  
Afraid that my voice may wake him.  
Afraid the he may want me again, and—  
Against earth walls, looking up at the tunneled moonlight.  
I collect the flowers that little girl would drop down to me.  
  
Feather footed Gumshoe strikes a match.  
Upwelled, unrooted, unfathomable fire singes those secrets,  
Uplifting my body back to daylight.  
Mushroomed memory dispels all that ever was.  
The illusioned flowerchild climbs aboard dragonfly chariot,  
And navigates through time in search of truth all over again.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
Essence of Autumn by Sazia Afrin 

 



On a Few Mornings 
  
Darren Bowman  
  
 
I thought that 

work used to be stuffing Lucky Lights  

in the breast pocket of your plaid shirt. 

& pouring ginger ale  

in an empty water bottle, 

to copy the Cuervo your father poured  

in a flask, over a bowl on the counter. 

Timbs, blue sweat pants, & a red parker, 

with a hoodie was your hazmat suit,  

like the uniform your father wore 

when you rode with him  

in the garbage truck.   

 

  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  



  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
  
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
  
  
  
  
  
 
 


